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Abstract

This paper uses an equilibrium model to study how institutional investors inuence the volatility

and the informativeness of asset prices. The growth in the proportion of U.S. equities owned by

institutions in the past two decades, their resulting dominant position in �nancial markets, and

empirical evidence that institutional ownership may increase volatility warrant studying this issue

from a theoretical standpoint. In this paper, institutional investors are assumed to be \rational"

informed traders while individual investors are supposed to be \naive" informed traders, insofar

as the former use the equilibrium price to extract information while the latter do not. Using

a framework with a competitive market, multiple informed traders and one liquidity trader, the

paper compares the informativeness and the volatility of the equilibrium price in an economy where

the informed traders are naive and in one where they are rational. The model also studies how the

informativeness and the volatility of the price react to changes in parameters such as the quality of

the information of the informed traders, their aversion to risk, the variance of the true asset price,

etc. The paper �nally investigates how an increase in the number of informed traders, whether

they are rational or naive, a�ects the price variance, and assesses the impact of transaction costs

on the variance of the price and its informativeness.



Introduction

Do institutional investors, presumably sophisticated ones, make asset prices less volatile and more

informative or the reverse? The growing role of institutional investors in the past decade warrants

more e�orts to answer this question. The relationship between institutional ownership and volatility

has been investigated empirically by Sias (1996) and broad implications of ownership patterns on

�nancial markets has been discussed in Friedman (1996). The objective of this paper is to analyze

the e�ect of institutional investors on the market price by using a theoretical framework and

assuming those investors are more sophisticated than individual investors, insofar as the former use

the equilibrium price to extract information while the latter do not.

Using the securities listed on the New York Stock Exchange between 1977 and 1991, and control-

ling for capitalization, Sias (1996) �nds a positive relationship between the fraction of shares held

by institutional investors and the volatility of the stock returns 1 and presents evidence that the in-

crease in the share of institutional ownership precedes the increase in volatility, not the reverse. Sias

also points to the apparent inconsistency between this evidence and most of the extant literature,

from which he quotes three arguments implying a negative relationship between volatility and insti-

tutional ownership. First, fund managers may shy away from riskier stocks for prudential reasons

(e.g. to prevent lawsuits). Second, institutional investors, being able to invest more in research,

have more and better information about the companies in their portfolio. Third, institutional in-

vestors should be more likely to behave rationally. 2 In this paper, we argue that it is precisely the

institutional investors' ability to rationally use all the available information|including the market

price|that induces a higher price volatility (and a lower price informativeness) in the stocks they

dominate. Friedman (1996) discusses a series of implications of the growing weight of institutional

ownership on the proper workings of the �nancial markets. He notes that the increasing concentra-

tion of decision-making could render the market price more sensitive to each investor's idiosyncratic

shocks, which would translate into increased volatility. My model investigates whether an increase

in the number of institutional investors o�sets this e�ect.

The relationship between institutional ownership and the volatility and the informativeness of

1Without controlling for capitalization, institutional investors' ownership and stock return volatility are negatively

correlated because institutional investors tend to hold stocks with large capitalization and the latter tend to be less

volatile.

2Sias also cites some arguments that could lead to the opposite conclusion, like the asymmetry in incentives for

the fund manager.
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asset prices is an important issue, especially since institutional investors are playing a growing role

in �nancial markets. The share of corporate equities held by U.S. institutions has jumped from

about 27.3 percent in 1970 to above 40 percent in the 1990s, reaching about 47 percent in the

third quarter of 1997. 3 The growing importance of institutional investors is also witnessed by

the triennial Survey of Consumer Finances sponsored by the Federal Reserve Board. The share of

the households' �nancial wealth owned indirectly|in the form of mutual funds, pension plans, life

insurance or other managed accounts|rose from about 37 percent in 1989 to about 52 percent in

1995. 4 There is no evidence that the growth of the share of �nancial assets held by institutional

investors should taper o� signi�cantly in the near future. On the contrary, the current uncertainties

about the future of the Social Security program might prompt more Americans to step up their

investments in mutual funds and retirement accounts, reinforcing the role of institutional investors.

We study the e�ect of institutional investors' ownership on asset prices by using a static model

where informed and liquidity traders act competitively, and assuming that the informed traders

are alternatively \rational" or \naive" 5. Institutional investors are more able to observe current

market conditions and act rapidly than individual stock owners. Therefore, it is natural to model

the former as rational and the latter as naive. The informed traders always observe a private signal

correlated with the true value of the asset, but rational informed traders also condition on the

market-clearing price when they decide how much of the traded asset they want to hold, whereas

naive informed traders condition only on their signals. The liquidity trader is neither rational nor

naive but is price sensitive.

The assumption that informed traders are rational or that they are naive can lead to very

di�erent conclusions. A well known example is provided by the no-trade theorems. To summarize,

if the motivation to trade is not the rebalancing of portfolios but private information and if there is

no exogenous noise trading, rational agents will gather that anyone accepting to take the counterpart

of their trades would only do so because he or she possesses an informational advantage, and hence

that the initiating party would su�er a loss. Consequently, in equilibrium, no trade takes place.

6 In our model too, the absence of noise precludes trade. In that case, the equilibrium price

3Source: 1996 NYSE Fact Book and Federal Reserve Board, \Flow of funds".

4Source: Federal Reserve Bulletin, January 1997, p. 6, Table 4.

5For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the informed traders are all naive or all rational. If naive and rational

traders exist simultaneously, the model cannot be solved in closed form.

6The no-trade theorems do not exactly have the same implications. For example, Milgrom and Stockey (1982)
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reveals all the information, that is, equals the conditional expectation of the true value of the asset

conditioned on all the informed traders' signals.

The �rst section presents the model in the general case and when the informed traders have

equally precise signals (this assumption will be maintained in the rest of the paper). The objective

throughout is to compare the equilibria when the informed traders are rational and when they are

naive, and to study the variance and the informativeness (de�ned as the square of the correlation

between the equilibrium price and the true value of the asset). The second section specializes the

model to two informed traders and one liquidity trader, allowing the two informed traders' signals

to be correlated. The third section generalizes the analysis to n informed traders but restricts

their signals to be independent. It also investigates the e�ect of introducing a transaction cost (or

tax) and studies the expected trading volume. The fourth section introduces positive correlation

across the informed traders' signals by using a \measurement-error" approach where each private

signal is the sum of the true asset value, a systematic, and an idiosyncratic noise. Unlike in the

previous section, this framework allows the number of informed traders to grow without bounds.

We can hence study the limit and the convergence properties of the market price as the number

of traders becomes in�nite when traders are naive and when they are rational. In the following,

institutional investors are called rational and the individual investors naive. However, the latter

are not irrational noise traders.

1 Model

The paper uses a static, competitive, equilibrium framework with one liquidity trader and n in-

formed traders, each observing a signal Gi, i = 1; : : : ; n, correlated with the true value of the asset.

For each index i, the random variable Gi has mean zero and variance one, the vector (G1; : : : ; Gn; x)

is normally distributed. Each trader has a CARA utility function ui(�i) with common risk aversion

coe�cient �. Agent i's pro�t, �i, is the random variable yi(x�p), where yi is the demand of trader

i, x the true value of the asset, and p the market price. The (n + 1)th trader is a noise trader,

whose demand is yn+1 = �s(p� "), where s > 0, and " is uncorrelated with the true value of the

asset and the informed traders' signals. The framework described above must be seen as a `reduced

form' of a structural model, which would introduce another period where agents consume but do

not trade, and a riskless asset that traders could purchase or sell to �nance to desired holdings of

implies that agents are indi�erent to trading, not that they won't trade.
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risky securities, as in Diamond and Verrechia (1981).

When the informed traders are rational, their valuations are vi = E[xjGi; p]; when they are

naive, their valuations are vi = E[xjGi]. As (p;G1; : : : ; Gn) is normally distributed, informed

trader i's demand is yi(p) = �i(vi � p), with �i =
1

�var[xjGi;p]
when informed traders are rational

and �i =
1

�var[xjGi]
when they are naive. In all cases, p = �n

1�ivi+ �n+1", with � = �n
1�i, �i =

�i
s+� ,

for i = 1; : : : ; n, and �n+1 =
s

s+� . Note that �n+1
i=1 �i = 1, �i is the weight of the i

th trader in the

determination of the market-clearing price. As a result, rational trader i's equilibrium valuation is

vi such that

vi = E[xjGi;�
n
j=1�jvj + �n+1"] (1)

Equation (1) is an example of `in�nite regress'. For any two agents i and j, agent i's valuation

depends on agent j's valuation, in turn, agent j's valuation depends on agent i's valuation, and so

forth. Besides, in (1), traders have to take into account the `noise' injected in the trading by ".

Equilibrium valuations can be thought of as solutions to n simultaneous equations similar to (1),

with i = 1; : : : ; n. As proposition (1) shows, if there is a normally distributed solution v� to (1),

then the equilibrium price is linear in the traders signals and the liquidity noise.

Proposition 1 If there is a vector v� satisfying (1) and v�, G, x and " are jointly normally

distributed, the corresponding equilibrium price p� is linear in the informed traders' signals and the

noise trader's liquidity shock, that is,

p� =
nX
i=1

aiGi + an+1 " (2)

Proof of proposition 1: Suppose there is a normally distributed �xed point z� = (v�; G; "; x). Recall

that p� = �n
i=1�

�
i v
�
i + ��n+1". Consequently, z�i = (Gi; p

�) is a normally distributed vector, and

v�i = E[xjGi; p
�] is linear in Gi and p�. Writing v�i = ciGi + di p

�, we get that p� veri�es the

following equation

(1� �n
i=1�idi)p

� = �n
i=1�

�
i ciGi + ��n+1 " (3)

Suppose that �n
i=1�

�
i di = 1, then " and theGi would be correlated, which contradicts the assumption

that the liquidity shock is uncorrelated with the signals. Hence, �n
i=1�

�
i di 6= 1, and p� can be written

as a linear combination of the state variables. When the signals are identically distributed, the i

indexes can be permuted and consequently, we can write ai = a for i = 1; : : : ; n and an+1 = b.

Naturally, equation (2) also holds when the informed traders are naive.
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The objective of the paper is to characterize the equilibrium price when the informed traders

are rational and when they are naive, that is, when they take into account the market-clearing

price in their conditioning information and when they don't. We impose that the informed traders'

signals be identically distributed in order to get a closed-form solution for the equilibrium price. We

focus on how the variance of the price and its informativeness|de�ned as the ratio of the variance

of E[xjp] to that of x or, equivalently, as the square of the correlation between x and p|respond

to changes in parameters, such as the risk aversion of the informed traders, the precision of their

signals, and the variance of the liquidity shock. The price variance is noted varNp when traders are

naive, and varRp when traders are rational; the price informativeness is noted INp when traders are

naive, IRp when traders are rational. First, we limit the number of informed traders to two, but we

allow for correlation between their signals. Then, we allow for n informed traders, but we suppose

their signals are uncorrelated.

The market-clearing price, p, is an average of the informed traders' valuations, vi, and the

noise, ". Assuming the informed traders' signals Gi are identically distributed, the pricing equation

simpli�es to

p = �
nX
i=1

vi + (1� n �)" (4)

where vi = E[xjGi] when traders are naive and vi = E[xjGi; p] when they are rational, � =

1
n+�(�2x�E[v2

i
])
, where � = s �. � is the ratio of the slope of the liquidity demand to the coe�cient of

risk tolerance and measures the relative power of the liquidity trader and the informed traders in

determining the equilibrium price. The more strongly the liquidity trader reacts to price changes,

or the more risk averse the informed trader is, the greater the inuence of the liquidity trader in

determining the equilibrium price and the higher �. From proposition (1), and since the Gi are

identically distributed, the equilibrium price is also such that

p = a
nX
i=1

Gi + b " (5)

The key is to �nd values for a and b so that equations (4) and (5) simultaneously hold. This will

be achieved by �rst solving for the equilibrium value of the ratio b

a
, which we call �.
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2 Equilibrium with two informed traders.

Let � be the common value of the correlation between each informed trader's signal and the true

value of the asset and  be the correlation between the two informed traders' signals. The coe�cients

� and  measure, respectively, how well informed each informed trader is, and how much the two

informed traders agree with one another. The informativeness and the variance of the price are,

respectively:

� Ip =
(2 �)2

2 (1+) +�2" �
2 ,

� varp = 2(1 + ) a2 + �2" b
2.

In the following, the coe�cients of the private signals and of the liquidity shock in the pricing

equation are denoted respectively by aN and bN when traders are naive, and by aR and bR when

traders are rational. The ratio of the coe�cient of the liquidity shock to that of the private signals

is noted �N when traders are naive and �R when they are rational. First, we compare the volatility

and the informativeness of the equilibrium price when the traders are naive and when they are

rational. Then, we study how these two variables react to changes in the parameters.

Proposition 2 The equilibrium price is more volatile and less informative when traders are ratio-

nal than when they are naive. This is because aR > aN , bR > bN , and �R > �N .

The proof of proposition (2) is presented further below. Many results linking the informativeness

and the volatility of the price are derived analytically. For some, though, the complexity of the

closed functional forms called for the use of numerical examples.

Proposition 3 Both when informed traders are rational and when they are naive, the informa-

tiveness of the equilibrium price is increasing in � and decreasing in �, �x and �". The price

informativeness decreases in  for all values of  assuming the traders are naive and for  � �2

assuming they are rational.

The proof of proposition (3) are presented further below. Moreover, numerical examples show that,

when traders are rational, the price informativeness can be increasing in  for  > �2. As for the

price variance, while it can be proven that it is increasing in  and �" when traders are naive, we

had to resort to numerical examples to investigate other parameters or when assuming that traders

were rational. The following tries to shed some intuition on the results of proposition (3) and those

about the price variance.
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As expected, the better informed the traders are (the higher �), the more informative is the

equilibrium price. Also, quite naturally, an increase in the volatility of the true asset value, in the

risk aversion of the informed traders, or in the liquidity traders' reactiveness to price depresses the

informativeness of price. When the volatility of the true asset value picks up or informed traders

become more risk averse, those trade less aggressively on their private signals, transmitting less

information into the price. As a consequence, whether traders are rational or naive, increasing �

reduces the informativeness of the price. Numerical examples show that raising � can also reduce

the price variance.

Intuitively, when the traders' signals become less correlated (lower ), the equilibrium price

should contain more information: since the price incorporates the traders' signals, the less overlap

in the information of each trader, the more information should be available overall for the price to

reect. Moreover, one would expect an increase in  to make the equilibrium price more volatile

because the price is an average of the informed traders' signals and the noise and, when  increases,

the realizations of the informed traders' signals are more likely to be of the same magnitude. This

intuition is entirely correct when traders are naive because the coe�cient aN and bN in the pricing

equation do not depend on . However, when traders are rational, the coe�cients aR and bR

depend on . When traders are rational, each of them takes account of the correlation of his signal

with the other trader's signal when deciding how much to trade. Numerical examples indicate that

aR and bR are decreasing in , which, on net, can make varRp a decreasing function of . Also, the

price informativeness can be increasing in  for  > �2.

Both when traders are naive and when they are rational, an increase in the volatility of the

liquidity shock, �", reduces the informativeness of the price. But the e�ect on the price variance

will di�er. Because, when traders are naive, aN and bN are independent of �", the equilibrium

price variance, varNp , is increasing in �". However, when traders are rational, the intensity of the

noise|measured by its variance|will bear on how much information they reveal in equilibrium.

Although it is proven that, on net, the informativeness of price is still decreasing in �", the e�ect

on its variance is not as simple. Numerical examples show that, as �" increases, the price variance

decreases at �rst, and then increases.
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2.1 Equilibrium with naive traders

The equilibrium price when informed traders are naive is p = � (v1 + v2) + (1 � 2�) ", with

��1 = 2 + ��2x (1� �2). Consequently,

aN = �x�

2+��2x(1��2)
;

bN =
��2x(1��2)

2+��2x(1��2)
;

�N = ��x
(1��2)

�
:

(6)

�N is increasing in �x, �, decreasing in �, and independent of  and �".

2.2 Equilibrium with rational traders.

In the rational case, trader 1's equilibrium valuation is v1 such that,

v1 = E[x jG1 ; p ]

= E[x jG1 ; a (G1 +G2) + b " ]

= E[x jG1 ; G2 + � " ]

= E[x jG1 ; G2 � G1 + � " ]

= E[x jG1 ] +E[x jG2 � G1 + � " ]

= cov(x;G1)G1 +
cov(x;G2 �G1+� ")
var(G2�G1 +� ")

(G2 � G1 + � ")

= � �xG1 +
� �x (1�)

1� 2 +�2 �2"
(G2 � G1 + � ")

(7)

The �fth line comes from the fact that G2 � G1 and " are uncorrelated with G1 and that all the

variables are jointly normally distributed. We conclude that

v1 + v2 = � �x (G1 +G2) +
� �x (1�)2

1� 2+�2 �2"
(G1 +G2) +

2 � �x (1�)�
1� 2+�2 �2"

"

= � �x
2 (1�) +�2 �2"
1� 2+�2 �2"

(G1 +G2) + � �x
2 (1�)�

1� 2 +�2 �2"
"

(8)

Combining equations (5) and (8), and using the fact that ��1 � 2 = ��2x (1 � �2
2(1�)+�2�2"
1�2+�2�2"

), we

get

��1 (1� 2 + �2 �2") p = � �x
�
2 (1� ) + �2 �2"

�
(G1 +G2)

+
�
��2x

�
1� 2 � 2(1 � )�2 + (1� �2)�2 �2"

�
+ 2 � �x (1� )�

	
"

(9)
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The equilibrium � must be such that

� =
��x

�
(1� ) (1 +  � 2�2) + (1� �2)�2 �2"

�
+ 2�(1 � )�

� ( 2 (1� ) + �2 �2")
(10)

The equilibrium � must solve the following cubic equation.

'(�; ; ��x; �"; �) = � �2"�
3 � ��x (1� �2)�2" �

2 + ��x (1� ) (2 �2 �  � 1) = 0 (11)

Likewise, the equilibrium � is the solution of the equation

u(�; �; ��x) = v(�; ; �2" ; �; ��x); (12)

with

u(�; �; ��x) = � �3 � ��x (1� �2)�2

v(; �2" ; �; ��x) = ��x
�2"

(1� ) ( + 1� 2�2)
(13)

The functions u and v are displayed on Figure (1). We impose �1 <  < 1, 0 < � < 1 and

 � 2�2 + 1 > 0 so that the covariance matrix of state vector (G1; G2; x; ") is positive de�nite.
7

The function u is cubic in �, it is zero for � = 0 and � = ��x
1��2
�

, it is negative or zero on for

� 2 (�1; ��x
1��2
�

] and positive for � 2 (��x
1��2
�

;+1). The function v is quadratic in  and

positive for the admissible  and �. As a result, there is a unique real solution to equation (12), call

it �R(; �2" ; �; ��x). Since the function v is positive, the solution to (12) must lay above ��x
1��2
�

,

which is the value of �N . Hence �R � �N , and �N and �R coincide only for  = 1 (in which case

the covariance matrix becomes singular).

Proposition 4 �R is increasing in �x, �, and decreasing in �, �", increasing in  for  � �2 and

decreasing in  for  > �2. Furthermore, aR > aN , bR > bN and �R > �N .

The latter implication makes the price more volatile and less informative when traders are rational

than when they are naive. The results of proposition (4) are presented graphically �rst. In the

following, one should remain aware that the solution to (12) is the value of � right of ��x
1��2
�

where

7The matrix

0
B@

1  � 0

 1 � 0

� � 1 0

0 0 0 �2"

1
CA with �1 <  < 1 and 0 < � < 1 is the covariance matrix of (G1; G2; x; ")

provided it is positive de�nite, i.e, if and only if  > 2�2 � 1. Once  has been chosen, � must be between 0 andp
+1

2
.
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v and u intersect. Increasing �" shifts v downwards, but does not a�ect u, therefore � is a decreasing

function of �". Increasing � or �x pushes v up and u down, therefore � is an increasing function

of those parameters. Similarly, increasing � shifts u up and v down, lowering the equilibrium �.

Since increasing the value of  from its minimum value �rst shifts v up and then down, and u is

independent of , � is increasing in  for  2 (1 � 2�2; �2] and decreasing on (�2; 1). The results

of proposition (4) can be also introduced using the implied function theorem. Let � = ��x and

� = �(�; ; �; �") the � such that '(�; ; �; �"; �) = 0. Let x 2 f�; ; �; �"g, then
@�

@x
= �

@'

@x
@'

@�

for

non-zero values of the denominator. @'

@�
= �2"� (3�� � 2�(1 � �2)) is positive since � > �1��2

�
for

admissible values of  and �. Also, @'

@�
> 0, @'

@�
< 0, @'

@�"
> 0, and @'

@
is negative for  < �2 and

positive for  > �2. Hence, the equilibrium � is decreasing in � and �", increasing in � and �x,

increasing in  for  � �2 and decreasing in  for  > �2.

The price informativeness is I(�; �; �2" ) =
(2 �)2

2 (1+) +�2" �
2 , where � is the equilibrium �R or �N .

It follows that the price is always less informative than with naive traders. The informativeness

is equal across the two types of traders at the boundary of the parameter space, i.e., if  = 1 or

 = 2�2�1, or if ��x = 0 (that is, if there is no noise traders or, at the limit, if the informed traders

are risk-neutral). With both rational and naive traders, the price informativeness is decreasing in

��x.

Recall that, when traders are rational, a =
� �x [2(1�)+�2 �2" ]
��1 (1�2+�2 �2")

. Substituting in ��1 = 2 +

��2x

�
1� �2

2(1�)+�2 �2"
1�2+�2 �2"

�
) one gets,

a(�; ) =
� �x �

2�2" + 2��x (1� )

(2 + ��2x (1� �2)) �2�2" + (2(1 + ) + ��2x(1 +  � 2�2)) (1� )

a(�; 1) = ��x

2+��2x(1��2)
= aN does not depend on �. Besides, since 2�2 � 1 <  < 1, @a

@
< 0:

a(�; ) is a decreasing function of  and a(�; 1) is independent of �. Hence, a(�; ) > aN for all �.

Consequently, for 2�2�1 <  < 1, aR > aN . Moreover, we showed that �R > �N . Hence, bR > bN ,

and, since varp = 2 a2 (2 + ) + �2" b
2, and Ip =

(2 �)2

2 (1+) +�2" �
2 , the price variance is greater and the

price informativeness lower with rational traders than with naive ones.

The noise variance a�ects Ip through �" �, which is increasing in �". This result can also be

introduced using the implicit function theorem and noting that @

@�"
= (��") has the same sign as

� @'

@�
� �"

@'

@�"
= �2"��

3 > 0.
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3 Equilibrium with multiple informed traders with identically dis-

tributed signals

In that case, the informativeness of the price and its variance are, respectively:

� Ip =
�2n2

n+�2�2"
,

� varp = a2 n+ b2�2" .

Proposition 5 Both when informed traders are rational and when they are naive, the informa-

tiveness of the equilibrium price is increasing in � and decreasing in �, �x, and �". The price

informativeness increases in n for all values of n when traders are naive, and for n � 1+�2

2�2
when

they are rational.

Proofs of proposition (5) are presented in the following sections. When traders are naive, the

price variance is decreasing in n after some threshold. A very interesting result of the numerical

examples is that, when the informed traders are rational, the price variance can be increasing

in the number of traders (see Figure (3)). This result stands in contrast with the argument of

Friedman (1996) who attributes the increased price volatility brought about by the growing role

of institutional of investors to a reduction of the number of agents acting independently. Two

e�ects are at play when more rational traders enter the market with identically and independently

distributed private signals. First, since the price is an average of those signals, it tends to become

less volatile. This is quite similar to the decrease in price volatility brought about by averaging

a larger number of orders in Pagano (1989), although demands for the asset in that model stem

from the rebalancing of portfolios, not from private information. When traders are naive, only this

averaging e�ect exists. Moreover, with both naive and rational traders, an increase in the pool of

informed traders brings more information into the market (see Figure (2)), because, even though

their signals have the same distribution, they may have di�erent realizations (all the more so as

they are independently distributed). The increase in the available information, which is reected

by the price in equilibrium, a�ects di�erently the demand of naive traders and of rational traders.

Loosely speaking, rational traders are aware that the price is more informative because they include

it in their conditioning information. Consequently, they react more strongly to a deviation between

their valuation, vi, and the market price, p. In contrast, the naive traders don't. More precisely,

the demand of each trader equals the product of vi�p and �i =
1

�var(xjHi)
, where Hi = Gi when the

11



trader is naive and Hi = (Gi; p) when they are rational. Naive traders' �i do not react to a change

in the informativeness of the price, whereas rational traders' �i increase when p becomes more

informative. Consequently, rational traders transact more aggressively, imparting more variance to

the price. In other words, the valuations that the price averages (the vi) become more precise and

consequently more volatile since they absorb part of the information of the other signals. The net

e�ect on the equilibrium price is not de�ned a priori and can well be some endogenous volatility.

However, this does not imply that a transaction tax would reduce price volatility or increase the

welfare of liquidity traders.

3.1 Equilibrium with naive traders

When the traders are naive, vi = E[xjGi] = ��xGi and var(xjGi) = �2x (1��2), all i, and ��1�n =

��2x (1� �2). Using p = �
Pn

i=1 vi + (1� n�) " , and p = a
Pn

i=1Gi + b", we get

aN = ��x

n+��2x (1��2)

bN =
��2x(1��2)

n+��2x (1��2)

�N = ��x
(1��2)

�

(14)

When traders are naive, the equilibrium �N is independent of the number of traders, which implies

that the price informativeness is increasing in n. It also implies that the properties of � and INp

derived with two traders still hold. The upper bound of the set of admissible values for n|those for

which the covariance matrix between the Gi's and x is positive de�nite|is 1
�2
. The price variance

is varp =
(��x)

2n+[��2x(1��2)]
2
�2"

[n+��2x(1��2)]
2 . It remains �nite even when n attains its upper bound. The sign of

@

@n
varp is not determined a priori, but, is negative for n � ��2x(1� �2).

3.2 Equilibrium with rational traders

Using the same reasoning as with two traders, we get:

v1 = E[xjG1; p]

= E[xjG1; a (G1 + : : :+Gn) + b "]

= E[xjG1; G2 + : : : +Gn + � "]

= E[xjG1] +E[xjG2 + : : :+Gn + � "]

= �x �G1 +
cov(x;G2+:::+Gn+� ")
var[G2+:::+Gn+�"]

(G2 + : : :+Gn + � ")

= �x �G1 +
(n�1)�x�

(n�1)+�2 �2"
(G2 + : : :+Gn + � ")

(15)
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Consequently,

nX
i=1

vi = �x�

 
1 +

(n� 1)2

(n� 1) + �2�2"

!  
nX
i=1

Gi

!
+

n(n� 1)�x�

(n� 1) + �2�2"
�"

To use ��1p =
P

n
i=1 vi + (��1 � n) ", note that ��1 � n = �(�2x �E[v21 ]) and

E[v21 ] = E[E[xjG1]
2 ] +E[E[xjG2 + : : :+Gn + � "]2 ]

= (�x�)
2 +

[cov(x;
Pn

i=2
Gj+�")]

2

var(
Pn

i=1
Gj+�")

= (�x�)
2 +

(n�1)2(�x�)2
(n�1)+�2�2"

= (�x�)
2 n(n�1) +�2�2"

(n�1)+�2�2"

(16)

Hence ��1�n = ��2x
(n�1) (1��2n)+(1��2) �2�2"

n�1+�2�2"
. Using p = a

Pn
i=1Gi+ b" and p =

Pn
i=1 �i vi+ �n+1",

we get

� =
�n(n� 1)� + ��x

�
(n� 1)(1 � n�2) + (1� �2)�2�2"

�
� [n(n� 1) + �2�2" ]

(17)

Or, equivalently,

u(�; �; ��x) = v(n; �; ��x; �") (18)

with

u(�; �; ��x) = � �3 � ��x (1� �2)�2

v(n; �; ��x; �") = ��x
�2"

(n� 1)(1 � n�2)
(19)

Since n < 1
�2
, n � 2, and ��x > 0, the function v is always positive. The function u is the same

as in the section on the equilibrium with two informed traders. Consequently, the � that solves

(18) is superior to ��x
1��2
�

, which is the value of � when traders are naive. The function v, and

hence �, are increasing in n for n < 1+�2

2�2
and decreasing for n � 1+�2

2�2
. This implies that Ip is

increasing in n when n � 1+�2

2�2
, since

@Ip

@n
> 0 and

@Ip

@�
< 0. Numerical examples showed that the

price informativeness was also increasing in n for n < 1+�2

2�2
. As n! 1

�2
, v ! 0 and � ! ��x

1��2
�

.

As a consequence the price informativeness is always lower with rational than with naive traders

and the two converge to the same value as the number of traders tends to its upper bound. The

same reasoning as for the case with two traders shows that the � is decreasing in � and �", and

increasing in � and �x. As in the two-trader case, the price informativeness is increasing in �, and

decreasing in �, �x and �" (the proofs are similar), while the price variance depends on a and b,

which can be computed as functions of the equilibrium �. As before, the R superscript denotes the

13



case when traders are rational.

aR =
�x�[n(n�1)+�2�2" ]

n(n�1+�2�2")+��2x((n�1)(1�n�2)+(1��2)�2�2")

bR =
��xn(n�1)�+��2x((n�1)(1�n�2)+(1��2)�2�2")
n(n�1+�2�2")+��2x((n�1)(1�n�2)+(1��2)�2�2")

(20)

Equations (20) and (14) show that aR > aN for n � 2. This implies that bR > bN since �R > �N .

As a consequence, the price variance is higher when traders are rational than when they are naive.

Although �R converges to �N when n! 1
�2
, aR and bR don't converge to aN and bN .

3.3 Equilibrium with transaction costs

In this section, some impediments to trade are introduced in the market, such as a proportional tax

on pro�t and a transaction cost (which can also be thought of as a transaction tax). These costs

are imposed on the informed traders but not on the liquidity trader, partly because proponents

of a transaction tax, for example, pretend to defend liquidity traders, not to increase their costs.

Another reason is that the liquidity trader's demand, although price-sensitive, does not stem from

maximizing a proper utility function, so that we cannot predict how it will react to changes in

transaction costs. In the following, we will examine two types of frictions: a proportional tax on

pro�t, a cost quadratic in the amount transacted.

A proportional tax on pro�ts at a rate � can be accommodated in the model by replacing �,

the risk aversion coe�cient of the informed trader's, by �(1 � �). Consequently, when traders are

naive and when they are rational, introducing such a tax or increasing the tax rate decreases not

only the volatility of price but also its informativeness. 8

In the remainder, we assume that there are n traders, with n � 2, and that their signals are

identically and independently distributed. A transaction cost is introduced that is quadratic in the

order size, 9 the total cost is 1
2
c y2i where yi is trader i's demand and c is called the cost coe�cient.

With Hi = Gi when informed traders are naive and Hi = (Gi; p) when they are rational, trader i's

objective function is now

E[ yi (x� p) jHi]�
1

2
� y2i var(xjHi)�

c

2
y2i : (21)

8The results have been obtained analytically for the price informativeness and numerically for the price variance.

9Letting the transaction cost be proportional to the order size jyij would result in a non-di�erentiable objective

function and make the demand function intractable.
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The optimal demand function is

yi =
E[xjHi]� p

� var(xjHi) + c
: (22)

Replacing yi by its value in (22) shows that the optimized objective function in equation (21)

is never negative, therefore, the informed trader will always remain in the market (assuming the

alternative to trade is to do, and gain, nothing). As before, assuming that the informed traders'

private signals are independently and identically distributed, the market-clearing price p is such

that p = �
P

n
i=1 vi + (1� n�)", where ��1 = s(�var(xjHi)) + c) + n.

3.3.1 Equilibrium with naive traders

When traders are naive vi = E[xjGi] = �x �Gi and var[xjGi] = �2x(1� �2), which implies that

aN = �x�

n+�s�2x(1��2)+cs

bN =
�s�2x(1��2)+cs

n+�s�2x(1��2)+cs

�N =
�s�2x(1��2)+cs

�x�

(23)

This shows that �N is an increasing function of the cost coe�cient, c, and therefore that the price

informativeness INp is a decreasing function of c. From what precedes, it can be proven that the

sign of @

@c
varp is increasing in c, �, s, �", and decreasing in �. Hence, the likelihood that an increase

in the transaction cost factor c would boost the price variance is increasing in the informed traders'

risk aversion, the price sensitivity of the liquidity demand, the volatility of the liquidity shock,

and decreasing in the precision of the information of the informed traders. Also raising the cost

above some threshold (depending on the other parameters) will increase the volatility of the price.

Figures (5) and (4) show the variance and informativeness of the price when the transaction cost

coe�cient c increases and � = :25 and � = �x = �" = 1.

3.3.2 Equilibrium with rational traders

Using p = a
P

n
i=1Gi+ b " = �

P
n
i=1 vi+(1�n�)", and ��1�n = � s�2x

(n�1)(1�n�2)+(1��2)�2�2"
n�1+�2�2"

+ cs,

we get

��1p = �x�
n(n�1)+�2�2"
n�1+�2�2"

Pn
i=1Gi

+
�n(n�1)�x�+�s�2x[(n�1)(1�n�2)+(1��2)�2�2" ]+(n�1+�2�2")cs

n�1+�2�2"
"

(24)
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It follows from above that the equilibrium � solves the following equation

� =
��xn(n� 1)� + �s�2x(n� 1)(1 � n�2) + (�s�2x(1� �2) + cs)�2�2" + (n� 1)cs

�x�(n(n� 1) + �2�2")
(25)

Equivalently, the equilibrium � solves

u(�; c; �; �; s; �x) = v(c; �; n; �; s; �"; �x) (26)

with

u(�; c; �; �; s; �x) = � �x�
3 � s(��2x(1� �2) + c)�2

v(c; �; n; �; s; �"; �x) =
(n�1) s

�2"

�
��2x (1� n�2) + c

� (27)

The equilibrium � lies at the intersection of u and v. Increasing c shifts u to the right and v down,

driving � up. It follows that the price informativeness is decreasing in c since it is a decreasing

function of � and depends in c only through �. The price variance depends also on c only through

a and b, which as functions of � are as follows.

aR =
�x�[n(n�1)+�2�2" ]

(n+sc)(n�1+�2�2" )+�s�2x[(n�1)(1��2n)+(1��2)�2�2" ]

bR =
n(n�1)�x��+�s�2x[(n�1)(1�n�2)+(1��2)�2�2" ]+(n�1+�2"�2)cs

(n+sc)(n�1+�2�2")+�s�2x[(n�1)(1��2n)+(1��2)�2�2" ]

(28)

The sign of @

@c
varp depends on the values of the other parameters, in particular n, which did not

appear in the naive case. Numerical examples con�rm the results obtained assuming traders are

naive. Introducing a transaction cost tends to lead to an increase in the price variance, the more

risk averse the informed traders are, the less precise their information is, the more price sensitive

the liquidity traders are, and the more volatile their shock is. Figures (7) and (6) show the variance

and informativeness of the price when the transaction cost coe�cient c increases and � = :25 and

� = �x = �" = 1. The e�ect of increasing c on the price informativeness seems to be fairly similar

when traders are naive and when they are rational, whereas the e�ect on the price variance is

very di�erent. When traders are rational, a transaction tax might bring volatility down. Be the

informed traders naive or rational, increasing the transaction tax could lower liquidity trader's

expected consumer surplus, s

2E[(" � p)2], (see Figures (8) and (9)).

Hence, contrary to the view that \throwing some sand" in the market's wheels will control

\excessive volatility", a transaction tax could well heighten market's volatility. The only certain

consequence from the model of such a policy would be to make markets less informative. Kupiec
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(1996) had already shown that introducing a transaction tax could have perverse e�ects. Issues

related to a securities transaction tax are reviewed in Hammond (1995). The contribution of the

paper to this debate is to point out to similar results imposing as little structure as possible;

Kupiec's results are based on a more complex, overlapping-generation model.

3.4 Expected Trading Volume

The trading volume is z =
Pn+1

i=1 y+i where the plus superscript indicate the positive truncation

and yn+1 is the liquidity trader's demand. Since the market clears, yn+1 = �
Pn

i=1 yi. Recall that

if u � N(0; �2u), E[u
+] = �up

2�
. Hence,

E[z] = (2�)�
1

2

2
4 nX
i=1

q
var(yi) +

vuutvar(
nX
i=1

yi)

3
5

Since the informed signals are identically distributed, the variance of vi � p and the covariance

between vi�p and vj�p do not depend on i and j. Let � = E[(vi�p)2] and 	 = E[(vi�p)(vj�p)],

for i 6= j. Since var(
Pn

i=1 yi) =
Pn

i=1 var(yi) + 2
Pn

i=1

P
j>i cov(yi; yj) =

n�+n(n�1)	
(�var(xjHi))2

,

E[z] =
n
p
�+

p
n�+ n(n� 1)	

�var(xjHi)
p
2�

Figure (10) displays the expected traded volume when traders are naive and when they are rational

and how it reacts to an increase in the number of traders, for some values of parameters. Assuming

that traders are rational instead of naive a�ects the expected volume in two ways. The fact that

var(xjGi; p) � var(xjGi) tends to increase E[z]. However, numerical examples|varying values for

n and �|point to E[(E[xjGi] � p)2] > E[(E[xjGi; p] � p)2], and E[(E[xjGi] � p)(E[xjGj ] � p)] >

E[(E[xjGi; p]� p)(E[xjGj ; p]� p)]. Intuitively, since E[xjGi; p] incorporates information contained

in p, it should be statistically \closer" to p than E[xjGi] is. This should lead to a smaller expected

volume when traders are rational. On net, in the numerical examples, this e�ect dominated and the

expected volume was always smaller when assuming traders were rational. In other words, E[z] is

increasing in the variance of the demands of the informed traders and decreasing in the covariance

between their demands and the equilibrium price. Because rational traders incorporate the market

price into their information, the variance of the informed traders' demands is higher when traders

are rational than when they are naive, but so is the the covariance between their demands and

the market-clearing price. On net, the increase in their covariance with price seems to more than
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o�set the increase in their variance, resulting in a lower expected trading volume when traders are

rational.

4 Equilibrium with multiple informed traders with correlated sig-

nals

When modeling a market with multiple informed traders, many researchers don't assume that

the informed traders' private signals are independently and identically. Instead, they have each

informed trader observe the true asset value, x, plus a measurement error composed of a systematic

element u and an idiosyncratic element �i, independently distributed across traders. One advantage

of this framework is that the number of informed traders can increase without bounds. More

precisely, the private signal is

Gi = x+ u+ �i;

where the random variables x, u and the �i are independently and jointly normally distributed with

mean zero and respective variances �2x, �
2
u, �

2
� . Hence, E[xGi] = �2x, E[GiGj] = �2x + �2u when

i 6= j, and E[G2
i ] = �2x+�2u+�2�. Since the informed traders' signals are still identically distributed,

the equilibrium price is p = a
Pn

i=1Gi + b ".

As in the preceding sections, the price is more volatile and less informative when traders are

rational than when they are naive. It can be proven that the price informativeness is increasing

in n when informed traders are naive and when they are rational and �u = 0. When �u 6= 0,

numerical examples point to the price informativeness to be increasing in n as well (see Figures

(11) and (12)). However, increasing the number of informed traders can lead to a more volatile

price, even when traders are naive. This is due to the fact that the informed traders signals are

correlated. The net e�ect of an increase in n depends on the parameters �x, �u, ��, and n itself.

In the numerical examples used, when the variance of the price increases in n for naive traders, it

increases even more for rational traders, to converge to a higher limit (see Figures (13) and (14)).

Unless indicated otherwise, we keep the same notations as in the preceding section. When the

informed traders are naive and when they are rational, the variance of the price and its informa-

tiveness are respectively

varp = a2n
�
�2� + n(�2x + �2u)

�
+ b2�2" ;

Ip =
n2�2x

n(�2�+n(�2x+�2u))+�2�2"
:

(29)
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Proposition 6 The equilibrium price is more volatile and less informative when traders are ratio-

nal than when they are naive. This is because aR > aN , bR > bN , and �R > �N .

Proposition 7 Both when informed traders are rational and when they are naive, the informa-

tiveness of the equilibrium price is increasing in �x and decreasing in �u, �� and �.

Proofs of proposition (6) and (7) are presented further below.

4.1 Naive traders

When traders are naive, their valuations are vi = E[xjGi] =
�2x

�2x+�
2
u+�

2
�
Gi. As a consequence,

aN =
�2x

(�2x+�
2
u+�

2
�)n+� �2x (�

2
u+�

2
�)
;

bN =
��2x (�

2
u+�

2
�)

(�2x+�
2
u+�

2
�)n+��

2
x (�

2
u+�

2
�)
;

�N = � (�2u + �2�):

(30)

The variance of the price and its informativeness are respectively

varNp =
�4x[(n�2�+n2 (�2x+�2u))+�2(�2u+�2�)2�2" ]

[(�2x+�2u+�2�)n+��2x (�2u+�2�)]
2 ;

INp =
n2�2x

n�2�+n
2 (�2x+�

2
u)+�

2(�2u+�
2
�)
2�2"

:

(31)

The price precision is decreasing increasing in n and �2x, and decreasing in �2" , �
2
u, �

2
� and �. It is

intuitive that increasing the variance of the noises, either stemming from the liquidity trader (")

or from the informed traders (u and �) will make the market price less informative. In contrast,

increasing the number of traders introduces more information into the market. Besides, as in the

previous sections, making the informed traders more risk averse or the liquidity trader more price

sensitive limits the aggressiveness of the informed traders, who transfer less information to the

market price. The e�ect of �x di�ers from the preceding sections because the correlation between

x and Gi,
�xp

�2x+�
2
u+�

2
�

, is an increasing function of �x . In the preceding sections, the correlation

between x and Gi was independent of �x. Increasing the variance of the true value of the asset

made the risk-averse informed trader less aggressive. Here, this e�ect is dominated by the increase

in the correlation between x and Gi.

Contrarily to the preceding sections, increasing the number of traders does not always reduce

the price variance when the informed traders are naive. This comes from the fact that the traders'

signals are correlated. It is easy to see that the sign of @

@n
varNp depends, among others, on n. The
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correlation across signals also causes the price variance not to go to zero when n tends to in�nity.

Comparing with the preceding sections, note that, although in both cases, aN and bN are of the

order 1
n
when n tends to in�nity, the coe�cient of (aN )2 in the price variance is of order n2 in

the measurement-error case and of order n when the traders' signals are independently distributed.

Consequently, in the measurement-error framework, limn!1 varNp =
h

�2x
�2x+�

2
u+�

2
�

i2
(�2x + �2u) and

limn!1 INp =
�2x

�2x+�
2
u
.

4.2 Rational traders

When traders are rational, their valuations are vi = E[xjGi; p]. Consider the �rst informed trader

and let � =
�2x+�

2
u

�2x+�
2
u+�

2
�
, then E[(Gi � �G1)G1] = 0, all i � 2.

v1 = E[xjG1; p]

= E[xjG1; a
Pn

i=1Gi + b "];

= E[xjG1;
Pn

i=2(Gi � �G1) + � "];

= E[xjG1] +E[xj
P

n
i=2(Gi � �G1) + � "]

=
E[xG1]

E[G2
i
]
Gi +

cov(x
Pn

i=2
(Gi��G1)

var(
Pn

i=2
(Gi��G1)+� ")

(
Pn

i=2(Gi � �G1) + � ")) :

(32)

This result comes from the fact that x;G1; : : : ; Gn; " are jointly normally distributed and that

(Gi � �G1) is orthogonal to Gi for all i � 2, and " is orthogonal to x.

E[x
P

n
i=1(Gi � �G1)] = (n� 1)��2x;

= (n� 1)
�2x�

2
�

�2x+�
2
u+�

2
�
:

(33)

To compute the variance of (
Pn

i=2(Gi � �G1) + � "), note that, for i; j � 2, E[(Gi � �G1) (Gj �

�G1)] = ��2� if i 6= j and E[(Gi � �G1) (Gj � �G1)] = (1 + �)�2� if i = j. Using the fact that for

2 � i � n and 2 � j � n, 00i = j00 occurs (n� 1) times and 00i 6= j00 occurs (n� 1)(n� 2) times, one

gets

var (
P

n
i=2(Gi � �G1)) =

P
n
i=2

P
n
j=2 E[(Gi � �G1) (Gj � �G1)];

= [(n� 1)(1 + �) + (n� 1)(n� 2)�] �2� ;

=
(n�1)�2�(n(�2x+�2u)+�2�)

�2x+�
2
u+�

2
�

:

(34)
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Equations (32), (33), (34) imply that

v1 =
�2x

�2x+�
2
u+�

2
�
G1 +

(n�1)�2x�2�
�2�(n�1)(n(�2x+�2u)+�2�)+(�2x+�2u+�2�)�2�2"

[
Pn

i=2(Gi � �G1) + �"] ;

=
�2x ((n�1)�2�+�2�2")G1+(n�1)�2x��2(

Pn

i=2
Gi+�")

�2�(n�1)(n(�2x+�2u)+�2�)+(�2x+�2u+�2�)�2�2"
:

(35)

Hence,
nX
i=1

vi =
�2x

�
n(n� 1)�2� + �2�2"

� Pn
i=1Gi + n(n� 1)�2x�

2
��"

�2�(n� 1)
�
n(�2x + �2u) + �2�

�
+ (�2x + �2u + �2�)�

2�2"

: (36)

Using the fact that ��1p =
P

n
i=1 vi + (��1 � n)", with

��1 � n = ��2x
(n� 1)(�2� + n�2u)�

2
� + (�2� + �2u)��

2
"

�2�(n� 1)
�
n(�2x + �2u) + �2�

�
+ (�2x + �2u + �2�)�

2�2"

;

and that, by de�nition, the ratio of the coe�cient of " to that of (
Pn

i=1Gi) is equal to �, one gets:

� =
n(n� 1)�2�� + �

h
(n� 1)(�2� + n�2u)�

2
� + (�2� + �2u)�

2�2"

i
�2�n(n� 1) + �2�2"

: (37)

The equilibrium � must solve the following cubic equation:

'(�; �� ; �u; �"; �; n) = �2"�
3 � ��2"(�

2
� + �2u)�

2 � ��2�(n� 1)(�2� + n�2u): (38)

Or equivalently,

u(�; ��; �u; �; n) = v(�� ; �u; �"; �; n); (39)

with

u(�; �� ; �u; �; n) = �2 (� � �(�2� + �2u));

v(��; �u; �"; �; n) = �
�2�

�2"
(n� 1)(�2� + n�2u):

(40)

For all values of the parameters ��, �u, �, and n, the function u is negative or null for � � � (�2�+�
2
u)

and positive for � > � (�2� + �2u). For n � 2, the function v is always positive. Hence the � that

solves (39) is superior to � (�2� + �2u), which is the value of � when traders are naive. Therefore,

�R > �N , and the two coincide if n = 1, �� = 0 or � = 0, that is if there is only one informed

trader, if there is no idiosyncratic measurement error, so that each informed trader observes the

same signal, if the informed traders are risk neutral (� = 0) or if there is no noise trader (s = 0).

Like in the sections above, using the implicit function theorem, one can show that the equilib-
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rium � is increasing in ��, �u, and �, which implies that the precision of the price is decreasing in

those parameters. Using the implicit function theorem and the chain rule, one shows that �2"�(�")

is a increasing function function of �", therefore the price precision is decreasing in this parameter.

Since �R is independent of �x, the price informativeness is increasing in �x, like in the naive-trader

case. When �u = 0, increasing the number of traders improves the price precision, but I could not

establish the sign of
@Ip

@n
when �u > 0, although it was always positive in the numerical examples

used. In equilibrium aR = A(�R; ��; �u; �; n), where

A =
�2x

�
n(n� 1)�2� + �2�2"

�
h
�2�(n� 1)

�
n(�2x + �2u) + �2�

�
+ (�2x + �2u + �2�)�

2�2"

i
n+ ��2x

h
(n� 1)(�2� + n�2u)�

2
� + (�2� + �2u)�

2�2"

i :
(41)

It can be shown that A(�; �� ; �u; �; n) � aN > 0 for all �. Hence, aR > aN and bR > bN since

�R > �N .

The measurement-error framework makes it possible to consider any n and hence to study the

properties of the limit economy when n goes to in�nity. Examining the real root of the cubic

equation (38) shows that, when n!1,

�

[n(n� 1)]
1

3

�

"
��2�

�2"
(
1

n
�2� + �2u)

# 1

3

: (42)

Equation (42) implies that, when n!1,

� �

"
��2��

2
u

�2"

# 1

3

[n(n� 1)]
1

3 ; (43)

when �u 6= 0, and

� �

"
��4�

�2"

# 1

3

(n� 1)
1

3 ; (44)

when �u = 0. When �u 6= 0, as n ! +1, aR � �2x
�2x+�

2
u

1
n
and bR �

�
��2��

2
u

�2"

� 1
3 �2x

�2x+�
2
u
( 1
n
)
1

3 , which

implies that

p �
�2x

�2x + �2u
(x+ u) +

�2x
�2x + �2u

1

n

nX
i=1

�i +

"
��2��

2
u

�2"

# 1

3 �2x
�2x + �2u

(
1

n
)
1

3 ": (45)
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When �u = 0, as n! +1, aR � 1
n
and bR �

�
��4�

�2"

�1
3

( 1
n
)
2

3 , which implies that

p � x+
1

n

nX
i=1

�i +

"
��4�

�2"

# 1

3

(
1

n
)
2

3 " (46)

When the informed traders are rational, p! �2x
�2x+�

2
u
(x+ u) when �u 6= 0 and p! x when �u = 0;

when they are naive, p ! �2x
�2x+�

2
u+�

2
�
(x + u) when �u 6= 0 and p ! �2x

�2x+�
2
�
x when �u = 0. As

the number of traders tends to in�nity, the market price with naive informed traders reveals the

same information as the one with rational informed traders. In both cases, the price converges

to a multiple of (x + u) when �u 6= 0 or a multiple of x when �u = 0. This multiple is always

smaller when traders are naive, which makes the market price less volatile when traders are naive

than when they are rational. Assuming rational instead of naive informed traders also a�ects the

market price' s rate of convergence. In particular, the coe�cient on the liquidity noise " is of order

1
n
when they are naive, of order ( 1

n
)
1

3 when traders are rational and �u 6= 0, and of order ( 1
n
)
2

3 when

traders are rational and �u = 0. In this way, the economy with rational informed traders �lters the

liquidity noise out of the equilibrium price less rapidly than the economy with naive traders, even

more so when their signals contains a common measurement error. In other words, each rational

traders, knowing that the other traders are rational too and will use the market price to infer some

information about his signal, tends to hide behind the liquidity noise, which, in equilibrium, keeps

more noise into the system. Rational traders' attempt to \learn from others" leads in equilibrium

to a slower revelation of the aggregate information available in the economy (x or x + u) than

would be the case with naive traders. Similar insights about the rate of learning taking place in

competitive markets have been provided by Vives (1996).
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5 Conclusion

The paper attempts to capture the e�ect of the increase in the share of �nancial assets controlled

by institutional investors|who should be more sophisticated than other market participants|

on the volatility and precision of the market price and how those variables evolve when market

parameters change. The paper models institutional investors as rational and individual investors

as naive, that is, the former extract information from the market price and the latter do not. Then,

using a model with multiple informed traders and one liquidity trader, the paper �rst compares the

equilibria when traders are naive and when they are rational, and studies how changes in the model

parameters (the correlation of the informed traders' signals in the case of two informed traders, or,

alternatively, the number of informed traders, and in all cases, the precision of their signal, their

risk aversion, etc) a�ect the the variance of the price and its informativeness. The paper shows that

the equilibrium price is always more volatile and less informative when traders are rational than

when they are naive. Intuitively, rational traders hide behind the noise created by the liquidity

trader, keeping more of this noise in market in equilibrium than naive traders would do. Results

also point that, when traders are rational, an increase in the number of informed traders could lead

to a surge in the price volatility, a problem introducing a transaction tax in the model does not

seem to solve.
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Figure 1: v (solid line) and u (dashed line) as a function of �, with u(�; �; ��x) = � �3 � ��x (1�
�2)�2 and v(; �2" ; �; ��x) =

��x
�2"

(1� ) ( + 1� 2�2); � = :5, � = �x = �" = 1.
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Figure 2: Price informativeness as a function of the number of informed traders when they are

naive (dashed line) and when they are rational (solid line); � = :25, � = �x = �" = 1.
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Figure 3: Price variance as a function of the number of informed traders when they are naive

(dashed line) and when they are rational (solid line); � = :25, � = �x = �" = 1.
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Figure 4: Price informativeness as a function of the transaction cost when informed traders

are naive. The number of informed traders is set to 4 (solid line), 8 (short-dashed line) and 14

(long-dashed line); � = :25, � = �x = �" = 1.
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Figure 5: Price variance as a function of the transaction cost when informed traders are naive.

The number of informed traders is set to 4 (solid line), 8 (short-dashed line) and 14 (long-dashed

line); � = :25, � = �x = �" = 1.
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Figure 6: Price informativeness as a function of the transaction cost when informed traders are

rational. The number of informed traders is set to 4 (solid line), 8 (short-dashed line) and 14

(long-dashed line); � = :25, � = �x = �" = 1.
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Figure 7: Price variance as a function of the transaction cost when informed traders are rational.

The number of informed traders is set to 4 (solid line), 8 (short-dashed line) and 14 (long-dashed

line); � = :25, � = �x = �" = 1.
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Figure 8: Liquidity trader's surplus as a function of the transaction cost when informed traders

are naive. The number of informed traders is set to 4 (solid line), 8 (short-dashed line) and 14

(long-dashed line); � = :25, � = �x = �" = 1.
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Figure 9: Liquidity trader's surplus as a function of the transaction cost when informed traders

are rational. The number of informed traders is set to 4 (solid line), 8 (short-dashed line) and 14

(long-dashed line); � = :25, � = �x = �" = 1.
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Figure 10: Expected trading volume as a function of the number of informed traders when they

are naive (dashed line) and when they are rational (solid line); � = :25, � = �x = �" = 1.
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Figure 11: Price informativeness as a function of the number of informed traders for �� = 1

(solid lines) and �� = 0:5 (dashed lines) when they are naive (upper lines) and when they are

rational (lower lines); �u = 0, �x = �" = 1, � = 4.
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Figure 12: Price informativeness as a function of the number of informed traders for �� = 1

(solid lines) and �� = 0:5 (dashed lines) when they are naive (upper lines) and when they are

rational (lower lines); �u = 1, �x = �" = 1, � = 4.
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Figure 13: Price variance as a function of the number of informed traders for �� = 1 (solid lines)

and �� = 0:5 (dashed lines) when they are naive (lower lines) and when they are rational (upper

lines); �u = 0, �x = �" = 1, � = 4.
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Figure 14: Price variance as a function of the number of informed traders for �� = 1 (solid lines)

and �� = 0:5 (dashed lines) when they are naive (lower lines) and when they are rational (upper

lines); �u = 1, �x = �" = 1, � = 4.
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